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Re‐Opening on Monday 1st June
Monday 1st of June marks a momentous day for thousands of Matric students
across the country. Our Matric class of 2020 will return after 65 days of
lockdown. They will return to a very different school environment to the one
they left in February and like these past days, will not resemble a reality anyone
would wish for.

info@michaeloak.org.za

29 May 2020

www.michaeloak.org.za

Class 5 Drawing
and Painting

The School, and the Covid Safety Team have been hard at work to get the
school compliant with regulations we are obliged, by law, to follow. Besides
maintaining physical distancing, sanitizing and wearing masks at all times,
there are a number of protocols our Matrics will need to follow when entering
the school grounds.
This information has been sent to the parents but it is worth mentioning one
important aspect here to keep awareness around the return of students.
All students and visitors will have their temperatures taken upon entry to the
school. If temperatures of 38 degrees or above are recorded, they will be given
time to “cool off” before being tested again. If the temperature is still 38 or
above, they will be asked to go home where they will, by regulation, be required
to undergo 14 days isolation, before being allowed to return to school.
We strongly urge parents to monitor temperature at home. As we enter the flu/
allergy season, it is more than possible that an elevated temperature indicates
one of these conditions and will pass within a day or two, in which case the
student is able to return to school.
It is also worth noting that our School counsellor, Tasneem Jacobs, will be in
attendance at entry times to lend support and counsel.
The College and all the Teachers are extremely conscious of the tremendous
demands and stressors parents are facing, and will strive to create a warm and
caring space within the context of the far from ideal conditions our students
will face upon return.
Vincent Message

COVID‐19 Standard Operating Procedures
In terms of regulations set by the Department of Education we are obliged to
following strict procedures as we start re-opening our school in the weeks
ahead. The Standard Operating Procedures documents applicable to our
school will be updated regularly and added to our website as soon as new
information is received. Parents are welcome to offer suggestions, and these
can be emailed to info@michaeloak.org.za.
The regulations as they currently stand will be uploaded to our website during
the course of the weekend. Please go to www.michaeloak.org.za

Invitation to All Michael Oak Parents
Dear Parents, We invite you to make use of the Leaflet to advertise your
business (at no cost to you). Whether you are an IT specialist, tax consultant,
bookkeeper, dressmaker, electrician, web-designer – or whatever your
speciality – please use these pages to tell everyone what you can offer. We are
sure there will be someone in our community who can make use of your
services. Send your details to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za.

See more on page 5
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Overcoming Fear

Dear Michael Oak Community,
You have most probably become sick of hearing the fact that
fear is the worst thing that you can fall into because it weakens
your whole being and especially your immune system. That is all
good and well and perfectly true, but it doesn’t necessarily help
you not to feel fear. Fear is not something that you can avoid
passively. As with all negative emotions – we have to do
something consciously to make it impossible for them to invade
our space. For that is what they do – they move in and take over
wherever there is a “vacuum” or “vacancy” in our soul life and
they have no regard for our freedom. It is also not an option to
avoid fear by focusing your attention on not being afraid. On the
contrary, this is likely to make you afraid of being afraid which is
even worse. It is a simple fact that the more attention you invest
in something in your life, the more dominant it will become in
your experience of life.
So what is it that we can do to evade fear? First of all we need to
understand what fear is. Fear is essentially an expression of
separation and disconnectedness. When a baby is separated
from its mother it becomes distressed. The being of the mother
represents the whole world for the infant. She is its place of
safety – of being held. We all grow out of our dependence on our
mother but we never lose the need to feel held within a
wholeness. This is a fundamental subconscious need even if we
never give it a thought. When we don’t nurture this
connectedness as adults then we gradually slide into a subtle
mood of anxiety which becomes our norm without us even
realizing it. Then if something goes wrong in our life we are
immediately fearful.
What is the adult’s substitute for the infant’s mother figure? For
different people this has different names depending on their
perception of life. For many it is “the universe”, for others it is the
“source”, for the quantum physicist it is the “quantum field”, for
the religious person it is “God” and for the esoterically minded it
is the “spiritual world”. Whatever one calls it – it is that allembracing, all-enveloping world of consciousness in which
everything is held. Not consciously feeling connected with this
results in fear.
There is a quick way to shift from this fearful state into a more
harmonious state of soul which I use with great effect and which
I would encourage you to try. It has to do with what we celebrate

in the St John’s festival every year. This historical figure of John
calls on us to change our hearts and minds.
The first thing to do is to recognize the stressful state of fear and
acknowledge that it is there. Then we need to make a concerted
effort to divert our focus from our racing mind and whatever has
induced the fear and focus instead on the area of our heart.
Imagine that you are breathing consciously “through your heart”
for the next 20 seconds or so. Do not allow your attention to
wander back to your mind. Next try to remember a positive
experience that you have had in the past and re-experience it
and breathe into it while remaining in your “heart space”. This
can take a little practice. Just try.
Next, ask yourself from a common sense perspective “What
would be a more appropriate response to whatever caused you
to feel the fear?” Take a moment to ponder this. Then, most
importantly, relax and listen intently into the space of your
calmed heart for a response. Now your mind and your emotions
are quietened and you can be receptive for what is always there
to be heard if you could only learn how to listen.
When we practice this our hearts and minds change in that they
begin to work together optimally and become receptive to the
consciousness that embraces and carries us throughout our
lives. We become reconnected and the Dragon of Fear sinks
beneath our feet where he belongs and is no longer in our
hearts because they are filled with something greater which is
peaceful and creative. This is what we celebrate in the
Michaelmas festival.
From this we discover that fear is to a very large extent a
consequence of a lack of inner activity. In this sense, to be
overcome by fear or not is a personal choice. It is the choice
between being inwardly active and connected as a way of life;
and remaining inwardly inactive and taking our chances with
whatever life throws at us.
As we enter into the second half of this extraordinary year the
two motifs of St. John’s and Michaelmas – of changing our hearts
and minds and taming the dragon and keeping it under our feet
– could become a personal task to realize in our lives so that we
create a life for ourselves in which we are able to manage and
control our fear.
Richard Goodall

Signs of the Times
Posters have been placed around the school to remind everyone of the need for hygiene.
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High School Forum: Online Meeting

Class 10 Fundraiser
Update

The inaugural online HS Forum meeting on Zoom was very well attended with more than
20 parents representing all classes from 8 to Matric, and with several high school teachers
and admin staff members. A full agenda covered details of how everyone was feeling in
relation to the prospect of the school re-opening, and then moved into practical feedback
and suggestions with regards to what is envisaged will happen in the weeks ahead and
remainder of the year. There was a strong sense of community and extending support to
each other, especially regarding the various different circumstances individual families find
themselves in as we all face the CV-19 ‘storm’ in our ‘different boats’.

Sadly, due to circumstances beyond our
control the planned Class 10 fundraiser
with ZipZap Circus had to be cancelled.
We are hoping that it may still be
possible to hold a similar event with
ZipZap later in the year. We will keep
you informed!

The detailed minutes were sent out yesterday (28th), together with the HS Teacher
Contacts’ Directory and list of Teachers per Running Lesson (which were also emailed out
earlier this week).

Refunds for tickets purchased are
currently being processed, and a credit
will be reflected on your school account
this month.

Claudia McCaig and Annabel Ryder -- on behalf of the HS Forum

Welcome Back, Mrs Dingle!
Dear Michael Oak
After a long absence I look
forward to returning to
Class 4 next week. It is such
a pity we will not be on the
school campus where I
would be able to see and
greet all the familiar faces. I
look forward to seeing you
all in August and bringing
little Louis for a visit.
Kind regards

Even though our
event was
cancelled,
ZipZap Circus is
as active as
ever!
Click on the link
below to watch a
short video they
have just put
together.
https://www.zipzap.co.za/2020/05/18/
zip-zap-circus-releasesim-still-standing-2/

Mrs Dingle

KINDERGARTEN
(KG2)
Magic wands made from treasures
found along their morning walks,
and bits and bobs in their craft
supplies at home.

Painting by Xander
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CLASS 1

Tom's scale.

Space mad Yusuf tracking
the International Space
Station

Fasaneh and Daniel built a farm after
their morning lessons

Hannah made her own scales
to check that King Equalia was
making both sides of the sum
equal

Angel letters A E I O U

CLASS 3

Leo's angel letters on the
rainbow bridge

Autumn mornings are full of
squirrels!

Looking to see whether any
trees have lost all their
autumn leaves

CLASS 5
PAINTING AND DRAWING
Class 5 has spent time in their weekly painting and drawing class,
bringing to life an array of characters and clothing them to express
their personalities.
They also created a Mandala dream space — tapping into resources
that bring joy.
Ilana Rudolph-Hunter
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KINDERGARTEN

Cutting the Pom-Pom

Meet Pipsqueak

Sweeping up the leaves

Nature table

Birthday girls!

Blending greens

Early morning crafting

Picking rocket for making pesto

Nature tablet

Calligraphy by Jasper Bell

Making a Pom-Pom
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HIGH SCHOOL ART

Rachel Wells -- Class 11
Both drawings by Georgi Dorward -- Class 12

CLASS 8

Class 8s are working with pencil or charcoal (whatever they have at home) leaving an area somewhere
on the page open, working dark from the edges towards a light open space. After deciding where they
would like to introduce some hills or mountains, rather than drawing them in the charcoal is lifted away
using prestik or eraser to create the form, where the light of the moon would be falling on the hills.

Andrew Young

Anna Crosoer

Elisha Naidoo

Leila McLeod

Tayla Pitchers

Rosa Ryder

Melissa Manatha-van der Velden

Milene Verwey

Aurillia Adams
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CLASS 7
Having just learnt about the Renaissance and
Leonardo Da Vinci, Class Sevens have been
practising portrait drawing.

by Lyla Earle

by Isabella Lloyd-Cowley

by Susan Major
Left: by Giselle De
Nobgrega-Thorold
Below: Both drawings by
Yelena Roux-Message

by Teagon Hanson

Manenberg Food Support
Manenberg community is rallying together with groups of
people doing clean ups in areas that were previously
dumping grounds, soup kitchen springing up, churches
and mosques offering food, sandwiches and food parcels
going out and sharing of resources. Samekoms people are
looking for volunteers to chop vegetables, and are working
hard every day to distribute food.
There is also a need for electricity, fuel, and toiletries which
is where the latest donations will be going.
For more info contact fiona@clipclop.co.za / 083 264 9142
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CLASS FOUR: Main Lesson on Weather
The wind was wild, storm clouds gathered and at
last this week we had rain!

AFRIKAANS OPSTEL

My Toekoms
Die son staan stil. Die Afrikaans-klas is warm
en bedompig. Ek lê half agteroor in my
houtstoel en luister na mnr. S. Hierdie
kwartaal behandel ons gedigte.Op die bord
staan geskryf, ‘Voor ‘n onbekende more.’
‘Reg klas, hoe lyk julle toekoms?’hoor ek mnr.S
vra. Stilweg begin my gedagtes te dwaal…
Hoe lyk ek oor twintig jaar vra ek myself? Ek
kan myself in ‘n swartpak sien en ‘n
splinternuwe Mercedes bestuur…,maar op ‘n
warm dag soos vandag sal ‘n swartpak beslis
my ondergang wees.’n Prokureur is beslis nie
vir my nie. Ek nodig ‘n beroep waarin ek ‘n
kortbroek kan dra.

Cloud in a bottle experiment

My rain gauge works!

Eurika! Ek het dit! Ek kan ‘n boer op ‘n plas
wees, dan kan ek elke dag ‘n kortbroek dra. In
my geestesoog sien ek hoe ek deur my
landerye stap met my getroue hond, Buks aan
my sy en my drie fris boerseuns wat beslis
eendag vir die Springbokke sal speel. Dan
twyfel ek weer; met die ewige te kort aan reën
en die wete dat vandag se boere swaar trek,
dink ek, ‘Boerdery, nee, beslis nie vir my nie.’
Ek voel teleurgesteld. Wat gaan ek doen? My
gedagtes skommel in my kop. My Ma het
altyd gesê dat jy iets moet doen wat jou
gelukkig maak. Meteens gaan skakel die lig in
my kop aan asof Eskom so pas beurtkrag
opgeskort het.
Ek gaan ‘n musikant wees!
Musiek is my lewe. Ek is versot op kitaar speel
en verbeel my altyd dat ek of Jimi Hendrix of
Eric Clapton is. Ewe skielik begin my hart van
opgewondenheid te jubel. Ek spring van my
stoel en skreeu luidkeels, ‘Musiek is die
beroep vir my!’ Mnr. S staar na my met smal
skerwe van agaat. ‘Gaan sit op jou stoel,
Joshua,’ spreek hy my aan. Ek gaan sit met ‘n
ingenome glimlag op my gesig. My toekoms
lyk beslis rooskleurig.
Joshua Langenhoven Clark — Matriek 2018
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CLASS 12:
Exploring Language

/nɪˈɒlədʒɪz(ə)m/

…

or NEOLOGISMS

We come across them daily – in slang, popular culture, science fiction, fashion, adspeak (that’s one!), social media, cult books and
movies (e.g. Mud Blood from Harry Potter, droid from Star Wars and Mary Poppins’ unforgettable neologism
supercalifragilisticexpialidocious). They creep up anywhere, even brands (aspirin, google and pepsidiction). While not yet ‘officially’
accepted into dictionaries, neologisms are just newly minted words or phrases steadily evolving into acceptance, or not so much
(fax). We soon wonder why we never heard them before as they are such perfect descriptors, like clickbait, and bropriation (when
a man presents as his own, an idea recently ignored by the group when a woman presented it, only to have it enthusiastically
accepted as his now).
One can’t be too precious about language, especially when one realizes that every word must have been a neologism once!
Neologisms offer wonderful views, or sound-bites into what’s up in a community – and besides, they can be clever, funny and
profoundly wise. The Washington Post holds a renowned competition for the best ones annually, but why not enjoy a few here,
kindly trawled up during Tuesday English this week by the Class 12s after some fun in cyberspace with their phones.
Some are self-explanatory or easy to work out oxymorons … but all give one pause to marvel at our sheer creativity …
Antistalking (learning a person's routine in
order to avoid them)
Bangst (stress over diminishing funds)
Blogosphere
Blutter (to give a long, rambling speech
about uncertainty)
Chillax
Complimean (opposite of a compliment,
newly invented this week by one of us)
Covexit (easing restrictions imposed by
the COVID-19 pandemic)

Frisbee

Sandscaping (reducing coastal erosion)

Geobragging (obsessively status
updating)

Sarchasm (the gulf between the author of
sarcastic wit and the person who doesn’t
get it)

Ghosting (ending a relationship by cutting
off all communication, without any
explanation)
Glamping
Hard-boiled (tough personality)
Inocullatte (to take coffee intravenously
when running late)
Jabberwocky

Shoverdose (to binge watch a TV series)
Smog
Spork (a onesy spoon and fork)
Staycation
Textrovert (person who’s more
comfortable communicating via text)

Covidivorce

Malware

Troll (one who deliberately offends or
provokes via online posts)

Denigreet (pretend never having met)

Meme (a pithy blend of words and image
meant to go viral)

Twittersphere (users of Twitter, considered
collectively)

Mespoke (tailored to one’s lifestyle)

Tyrunt (a child who bosses everyone
around)

Factoid (doubtful fact, without proof,
building block of false news)
Fashionista

Noob (an inexperienced person, a newbie)

Fem-den/Man-cave

Photobomb

Feminist

Pisome (awesome pizza)

Figital (excessively checking one’s device)

Quaranteen (teenager during pandemic
lockdown)

Formasual (not quite black tie but not
barefoot)
Frenemies

Verbivore (a lover of words)
Webinar
Workaholic
Yahoo (a rude, noisy, or violent person)

Roogle (regret from an internet search)

Zipper

Saddict (one who thrives on misery)

Zumping (break-up via vidcall)

KINDERGARTEN
Concentrating on handwork, a
nature table and look what
came out the oven!
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CLASS 8 :

Our
Matrics
Write for
Us

BOOK REVIEWS
In Class 8, we did a creative book review. Each
student, having read a book of their choice,
decorated a container with images and quotes, and
put inside words and objects, creating a microcosm
of the novel.
We were, many of us, rather nervous about our
presentations, as speaking in front of the class can
be tricky; but we had no idea that we would be
managing camera angles and upload speeds
instead.
Well done to Class 8 for managing the steep
learning curve well!

Eesa

- Ms Elliott

Coming to Michael Oak in Grade 6 was one of
the best life decisions I’ve made so far.
Coming from a school that caged in my free
spirit, I lived drama and art, those being the
only two ways I could express myself! Not to
mention all of the horrible bullying.
Michael Oak brought my free spirit back to
life with the help of the amazing family and
community this school has — so unlike any
other.
I’m so thankful for all that the school has
done for me and my family. I remember
when I first came to Michael Oak, I was
already sold by the fact that there was no
school uniform and having both boys as well
as girls made it easier to make more friends.
I will always deeply appreciate the way that
Michael Oak has moulded and shaped me
into the person I am today.
Luisa Faber -- Matric 2020

Thapelo

Hanaan

Aurillia

Tayla

Alex
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CLASS TWO
Class Twos made playdough with
Helen O'Hagan on Zoom, while
also keeping up with their
handwork and drawing

Meals Menu for Home Orders
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Custom‐Made Signs by Ivan Hunter
Hi Michael Okies, I would like to
show you some of the kinds of work
that you can order from me. All the
work in wood or stone is carved with
hand held tools and includes simple
or more involved signs, crests or
coats of arms on a shield or barrel
head and Scottish clan badges with
appropriate tartan.
I also do sculpture which can be
carved in wood or stone, or cast in
cement, resin or bronze.
Most of the work is for South African
customers and can be sent to most
centres via Postnet or a freight
company. Sending work overseas is
possible via DHL and ships with a
fumigation certificate.

Telephone 072 124 6897.
www.signcarver.co.za

www.facebook.com/signcarver/

instagram.com/carving.ivan?igshid=xqqrmz3w6s0d
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Extramural Art : Puppetry Project
We have a lovely puppetry/puppet theatre project, with work in progress (see accompanying photos). Many
thanks to all parents who help to facilitate, either offline, or by preparing the materials and work station for the
low screen exposure Zoom lesson with the computer at a distance, as described last week. What is also helping
now, is that parents send WhatsApp photos of the artworks in progress to me. In that way I can see them in
more detail than via the computer, for deciding on the next step in the art creation process…

Sue 021 794 6609 083 237 7242 (WhatsApp messages)

snepgen@xsinet.co.za

BELOW: Some of the Puppet Theatres

On a Lighter Note
Cartoon by Piraro (2007)
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Community Notices
Please send all adverts to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za
NB: Adverts will only be published for a maximum of 3 insertions per term.

DEADLINE for all adverts is Thursday 12 noon
HOUSE TO LET: Gibson Rd Kenilworth
Character Victorian Semi to Let
Available 1 July 2020
Bedrooms: 3
Sep Entrance Cabin
Bathrooms: 2
Smoking: No
Off Street Parking for 2 cars
Security: Armed Response
and Neighbourhood Street Patrol.
Victorian-semi that looks small from the front but is extensive in the interior
with old style large rooms, wooden floors, high ceilings, fire place in the
lounge and under floor heating in the dining and bathroom areas for
winter, a solar geyser that cuts electricity costs and rain water harvesting
tank. It has a large open plan kitchen with central dining area overlooking
the back garden with a separate entrance cabin and bathroom that could
be a private work from home space or give an adolescent independence.
Would suit being a living space for a family in need of being close to
schools and proximity to work in the Southern Suburbs. Close to Michael
Oak Waldorf, Cedar House, Wynberg Boys and Girls Schools, Herschel and
Greenfields.
Availability is on a negotiable 6/12/18/24 month lease from 1 July 2020 or
soonest.
Credit check and references are required with two months
deposit to secure. If interested please Contact owner for further info by
email houselotus2020@gmail.com

CAN I ASSIST YOU?
Challenging times have made us all question and rethink how we spend our
time, how we interact, how we earn our money and how we care for our
planet. I have been travelling overseas for 23 years now to do care work to
earn my daily bread. Who knows when I will be able to continue with this.
So … time to adjust and be pro-active …
I am willing to help in a multitude of ways as soon as we are allowed:
Pack up and organise transport to move;
Help with any admin – I have excellent typing skills, I write well and I
have basic computer skills. I could type scripts, theses etc;
I could pack away your summer clothes and freshen up your winter
ones in preparation;
Start a vege garden for you;
Take your children to and from school;
Take an elderly person to appointments, shopping etc.;
Bake bread.
You name it, I could attempt it. My hourly rate could be negotiable. I am
now 68, fit, active and willing. I was the Secretary at Michael Oak School for
12 years and then became their Fundraiser for 5 years many moons ago.
Contact me: Heather Young
heathersusan501@gmail.com

071 393 5527

When you work you are a flute through whose heart
the whispering of the hours turns to music
Which of you would be a reed, dumb and silent,
when all else sings together in unison?
Kahlil Gibran – The Prophet

DOMESTIC WORKER / CARER / NANNY
Domestic Worker/Carer/Nanny looking for work on Wednesdays. In Level 3,
domestic workers are permitted, and Linda Gobe has proven all round
qualities for this and care work for children, the elderly etc She has been
with a local family for 12 years (emigrated) and has been an integral part of
managing their busy household: cleaning, and looking after their children in
the afternoons. She comes highly recommended: a very honest and pleasant
person with a big heart and high standards. You can contact her on
0734425044, current long term employer Jacqui (the emigrated family’s
gran) on 0765890439, or Sue on 0832377242 (WhatsApp messages), all
Waldorf people.

ADVERTISING IN THE LEAFLET:
Donations for Community Notices
Please note that all advertisers are expected to offer a contribution to our Bursary Fund.
Minimum donation R30. Please use these bank details for EFT transfers:
Standard Bank, Branch: 02510900. Acc. No.: 071885382
Acc Name: Michael Oak School Fundraising. Ref: ‘Leaflet-Ad’
Adverts will only be published in the Leaflet for a maximum of 3 insertions per term.
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All events and term dates subject to confirmation

Opinions in the Leaflet belong to the contributors, and are not necessarily those of the school.
ALL advertisements must be sent to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za.

Editor: Charles Abbott

To receive the email edition of the Leaflet please email cabbott@michaeloak.org.za

